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1.
A METHOD FOR STUDYING THE INDUSTRIAL-AGRICULTURAL
RELATIONSHIP IN MASSACHUSETTS
CHAPTER I
Introduction
The purpose of this thesis is to exemplify a quick,
accurate and efficient method for obtaining facts pertinent
to a study of the economic relationships between industry
and agriculture in any Massachusetts community.
Theoretical treatment and fact gathering per se, is
avoided as far as possible. The general structure of the
thesis consists of four parts. First, a treatment of the
reasoning underlying the ehoioe of a study of economic re-
lationships. Second, pertinent reasons, factual and other,
for studying the industrial-agricultural relationship in
Massachusetts. Third, the description and application of a
method for such study. In conclusion, a treatment of the
usefulness of the actual facts uncovered by this method to
special investigators in the various fields involved.
The reasoning underlying the choice of a study of this
kind is based on the proposition that specialization, in the
sense of that tendency on the part of modern individuals to
earn their livelihood by methods more and more divoroed from
self-sufficiency, induces certain isolation or lack of proper
understanding of relationships. This isolation tends to delay
the correct solution of raal-adjustments between specialized
groups, since eaoh is forced to make decisions based on an
incomplete knowledge of the probable effects of these decisione
on others.
It is by no means intended to imply that dairy associ-
ations, manufacturers, or other specialized groups are in-
tentionally or even consciously making their decisions without
considering their effects on other groups, or that they are
unaware of the effect of other's decisions on their own inter-
ests. Nevertheless, the facts would Indicate that the very
specialization, which during the past several decades has
seemed to he of such benefit to the Individual, has also been
oreating conditions which separate economic enterprises into
isolated groups and make a knowledge of their effects on each
other constantly more difficult of perception, prediction, or
interpretation.
In an older economic system, one in which communities
were more independent of each other than at present, and in
which the individuals were more directly dependent , the re-
lationships between various economic groups were common
knowledge, and adjustments were made as in almost unconscious
result of this knowledge. The dairyman, for example, would
be a local citizen, well aware of, and in constant touch with
the factors affecting both producers and consumers. Conse-
quently, he would be in full possession of the facts necessary
to set a price high enough to insure a profit to himself and
his producers, yet low enough to permit purchase in needful
quantities by his consumers. Furthermore, this knowledge was
shared b^ all concerned with the result that raal-adjustments
in their activities were quickly made known to and understood
by the others, and an adjustment satisfactory to all consuraated.
Under modern conditions, however, the independent community
3.
is replaced by one producing a number of specialties, in-
dustrial or agricultural, for sale to other communities, and
is dependent on them, for its living both by the sale of its
products, and by the purohase of many necessities. Indi-
viduals on the other hand, are less dependent on the community
and more on their particular specialty for their livelihood,
since now it is a skill which can be sold for monoy, rather
than a general knowledge of how to make a living directly from
the soil, that furnishes men with the wherewithal of life. It
is the development of this skill that causes isolation with
its train of difficulties.
The long period of training now necessary to develop a
man to a useful place in his chosen field, and the longer
period of concentrated effort he must apply after actively
engaging in his enterprise, quite naturally tends to make him
less and less aware of conditions outside of his field. At
the same time this effort at improvement in one direction causes
him to seek out others with the same goal, and to form special-
ized economic groups. These groups, composed as they are of
experts in only one type of enterprise, can hardly be blamed
if they seek out remedies for their problems by invedigations
confined mostly within the boundaries of their own particular
field. A dairy group, for example, will decide that a certain
selling price is desirable without investigating in much detail
whether or not their retail market is composed of individuals
who require large quantities of cheap milk because of a combi-
nation of large families and unemployment, or of groups capable
of paying higher prices. A manufacturer, for the same reason
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will calmly decide that hie beet economic advantage is in
another state, and eo move with little consideration or in-
vestigation of adjustments which aight be made in other local
economic fields that would solve his problems at their point
of origin. These conditions, whioh exist in greater or leeser
degree in almost every Massachusetts community, suggest the
need for a method of obtaining exact and up-to-date knowledge
about them.
Consider the usefulness to a milk control board, convened
to decide on a milk program, of accurate data on the economic
condition of other enterprises in their area; data that would
show them whether or not greater volume and lower price, higher
price and lower volume, or greater volume and higher price,
would be the most likely to benefit the local producers. This
information could not be gleaned from within the ranks of the
dairy group. It would be a study of conditions outside of it,
a study of relationships between dairying and other enterprises.
Consider also the advantages to a manufacturer, faced with the
expensive necessity of moving hie plant, if data were available
which might point out to him some way of adjusting his business
in such a manner as to avoid the loss caused the community by
its removal. Here again the study of relationship between
enterprises, not conditions within, is the method.
Massachusetts presents an ideal field for the study of
Industrial-agricultural relationships. The entire history of
the transition of economic society from fishing and general
farming for subeistenoe, to the highly complex commercialized
industrial and agricultural life of today, ma? be traced with-
out leaving the boundaries of the state.
Lest one doubt that the economic life of Massachusetts now
presents a picture highly complex and commercialized in com-
parison with even a few years ago, the following example is
cited: Contrast the present method of distributing milk in large
centers of population, say Boston, with the methods of even so
short a period as thirty years ago. Instead of a dairyman like
the one described on the second page of this chapter, there
exists the dairy company, often a huge corporation created for
the purpose of making as large a profit as possible for its
stockholders, and engaged in purchasing milk from a large number
of widely separated dairy farmers, individually unknown except
by name or number. The milk, after undergoing various shipments,
processing and sanitary manipulations, is delivered by another
economic group, the drivers, to a veritable host of equally un-
known consumers who are often miles, sometimes even hundreds of
miles, from the producers, both literally, in the way of distance
and figuratively in the way of mutual awareness, and active inter
est in each other»s conditions.
The above illustration, although crude and incomplete, may
serve to suggest other examples of the complexities of modern
society, and of the need for replacing that understanding of
relationships so universally and unconsciously preeent in the
older economio system.
CHAPTER II
Why Study the Industrial
-Agricultural Relationship
in Massachusetts?
Two words are especially prominent in Chapter I. They
are "Relationship, " and various modifications of the word
"Specialty*. A relationship is defined by Webster as, *a
state of mutual or reciprocal interest, as in social or com-
mercial matters," and also "a state or quality predictable
only of two or more things taken together*. This later defi-
nition most clearly designates the shade of meaning employed
in this thesis which attempts to determine and isolate for
study those factors which come into existence in the presence
of two or more economic enterprises, for the purpose of guiding
the future policies of these enterprises*
To illustrate, in order to predict with any accuracy the
benefits of a change in the price of milk to the producer, the
effect of this change on the factor "consumption" must be con-
sidered. This factor of consumption depends on the joint re-
action of consumers, producers and distributors to the change
in price and, therefore, involves a study of the relationships
between these economic groups.
Chapter I has defined specialization in the sense of,
"that tendency on the part of modern individuals to earn their
livelihood by methods more and more divorced from self-suf-
ficiency. * In other words, the term as used in this thesis
refers to degree of removal from self-sufficiency rather than
the more generally accepted meaning. In the industrial field
the emphasis on this shade of meaning need not be pronounced
as on© is quite willing to admit that a machinist, a furniture
salesman, and avan a construction laborer are really specialized
workers as well as a dentist, doctor or teacher, because all of
these persons depend on their particular job for their liveli-
hood, are much less skillful at other tasks, and are at a con-
siderable financial disadvantage if forced to seek employment
in some other field. "Specialization" in the industrial field
is recognized as a result of the commercialization of the various
non-agricultural activities, and although ordinary consideration
might not recognize the modern laborer as a specialist, more
serious thought will yield to this claim when a comparison between
the relative ability of a modern city laborer and an ordinary
small town dweller of say, the early nineteenth century, to earn
their living independent of a formal wage-pacing "job" is con-
sidered.
The effect of commercialization on agriculture has been
almost equally in the direction of specialization. However, the
effect of this on the individual is not generally as well recog-
nized, due to the custom of calling any farm producing more than
one principal commodity, "divereif ied". Actually, however,
certain types of farmers in Massachusetts have developed, through
a commercialization of their farms, into specialists as dependent
on their one or two particular phases of agriculture for a live-
lihood as is any city worker on his Job.
Under rapidly changing conditions, such as have charac-
terized the depression period, the inability of the citj worker
trained in one particular job, to readily adjust himself on a
new earning basis at ail comparable with his former one, finds
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Its parallel In the farmer who has made dairying, orcharding,
market gardening, or any combination of these branches of
agriculture, his specialty to the exclusion of a more gener-
alized type. In this case, not only has his skill become ac-
centuated along certain particular lines, but his ability to
adjust himself to new conditions is hampered by the presence
of a large fixed investment, physical faotors, such as aople
trees, cows, and expensive machinery, all of which tend to
force him to adhere to his original type of enterprise, and
make him less efficient under an altered production program.
In other words, the effect of commercialization on both in-
dustrial and agricultural workers has been a constant re-
striction of the field for Individual endeavor resulting in a
corresponding loss of individual efficiency and value in other
than the chosen field*
Thus it is possible to label as "specialized" the operator
of several types of Massachusetts farms such as dairy-fruit,
market-garden-poultry, fruit-poultry, and others usually classed
as diversified, since these men would be under as great a dis-
advantage if forced by economic pressure to engage in operations
of a different type, as would be a carpenter trained and
equipped in fine cabinet work if forced to engage in heavy mill
construction. To be sure the farms are diversified in the sense
that they produce physically unrelated products, yet the nature
of modern commercial farming is suoh that certain enterprises
as the above form suoh economically desirable combinations as
to Justify the n«*me 'specialized" in oontrast to a really gener-
al farm of the pre-industrial era.
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This type of specialization on farms causes two situa-
tions to develop. The first, increased difficulty in ad-
justment, has already been pointed out. The second grows
out of the first. It is the increased need for that type of
knowledge which will permit the minimum of adjustment to take
place. In Massachusetts, at least, this type of knowledge
would seem to consist of a better understanding of the re-
lationship between agriculture and the other types of eco-
nomic enterprises, principally industry.
The two charts labeled opposite as I and II, first
brought the writer's attention to the industrial-agricultural
relationship, and its significance in Massachusetts. Chart I, 1
adjusted as it is for seasonal variation, and further corrected
by the use of index numbers, gives a most significant emphasis
to the fact that economic conditions in the country at large
have an almost equal influence on the incomes of both farmer
and industrial worker. Furthermore, since both of these
figures represent Incomes . their joint influence in the role
of purchasing power, on the prosperity of other groups is,
because of this, doubly significant. This chart then, say be
said to prove the existence of a relationship between the earn-
ing and therefore the purchasing power of Industry and of agri-
culture. As one prospers so does the other, and as one is
depressed, so is the other also.
Chart II, 2 carries this relationship one step farther.
This chart shows that speoial types of agriculture, namely,
dairying, poultry, fruit and vegetables, have an even closer
relationship with Indus trit.1 earnings than do agriculture in
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general and the grain and cotton types in particular, oinee
the first mentioned typos of farming are the ones almost
exclusively engaged in, by Massachusetts farmers, the proof
of relationship between Massachusetts industry and agriculture
receives further support.
These two charts prove relationship on one ground, income,
and according to our definition on page six, a relationship
consists of "those factors which come into existence only be-
cause of the presence of two or more economic enterprises".
Taken in this light, the fact that the incomes of farmers vary
almost directly with the incomes of industrial workers, is
significant because it indicates the presence of common factors
which are the real relationships. What are these factors?
Since they are reflected in inoome, they must originate in the
sources of that income.
Before delving into the sources of income to Massachusetts
industry and agrloulture, some proof of the relative position
of these enterprises in this state might well be presented for
the purpose of determining the relative dependence of these two
enterprises, on eaoh other, and also the inter-relationships
between these enterprises, their owners, and their employees.
In other words, such facts as would prove whether or not the
industrialist depends on agriculture or the agriculturalist on
industry, the mill worker on the farmer, or the farmer on the
patronage of the mill worker for their respective incomes,
would be most desirable as a background for a determination of
present factors of relationship.
Dr. L. H. Bean, speaking In 1930, on the topic "Post War
Relationships between Agriculture and Business in the United
States**,3 has made a very clear description of the various
kinds of relationships which may exist between industry and
agriculture. In his introductory paragraph, he makes a state-
ment which is especially significant to conditions in Massachu-
setts,
Speaking of generalisations about the industrial agri-
cultural relationship, he states that the most common one is
that the national welfare depends on agricultural prosperity,
a belief that mey be said to have at least wide acceptance.
However, he also mentions another less widely accepted view,
namely that agriculture say have already declined to a point
where it is no longer a major factor in our highly industri-
alized economy*
In support of this latter statement, he cites numerous
facts in support of the following points.
1 . The prosperity of only certain Industries
is dependent on farmers financial conditions.
2. The welfare of certain other Indus fcrje* 1*
dependent more on the farmer's output . than
on his income.
3. Variations in the industrial and financial
activity of the country are real and important
elements in the farmer's well being.
4. The factors that make for agricultural de-
pressions, particularly, overproduction,may
have a stimulating effect on national pros-
perity.
5. Factors which give the appearance of agri-
cultural prosperity, such as relatively high
farm product prices, may help to bring on in-
dustrial depression.
It is not the purpose of this paper to defend or disprove
these propositions, nevertheless, as an aid in the determination
of the relative dependencies of industry and agriculture, his
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general statement regarding a declining agriculture, and the
four eupporting statements are worthy of consideration, es-
pecially when applied to Massachusetts. This i* true beoauss
this state was one of the earliest, if not the first in whloh
agriculture beoame second in importance to non-agricultural
activities as a means of livelihood, and at the present time,
with the possible exception of Connecticut and Rhode Island,
is the best example in the entire Union, of a state in which
agriculture is heavily dependent on non-agricultural activities,
especially manufacturing, for its own prosperity.
Table I,* shows the rapid development of the urbanization
of Massachusetts people, that movement from oountry to town
which has characterized the development of industry during the
past century. Prior to 1855 only 81 years ago, practically no
industrial development in the present meaning of the term
existed. A considerable proportion of all goods manufactured
was still made in the home, and where factories existed, they
were manned largely by persons who depended on the direct
application of their own labor to the land for a part of their
income and regarded the factory simply as s profitabls outlet
for the surplus labor of a farming enterprise. At this date
no distinction was made between "occupations" such as cobbling,
blacksmi thing, etc., and "manufacturing" , since the two were
as vet hardly distinguishable from the standpoint of their
effect on the lives of those employed. Both the factory workers
and the man with a trade still carried on a more or less self-
sufficient existence, and as yet had not become specialized to
the point of depending on one source for their livelihood.
However, by 1865 a distinct change was beginning to make
itself felt. In this year the census for the first time dis-
tinguished between "occupations" and "manufaeturing, 5 as a
means of employment and the city dwellers began to outnumber
the small town and rural dwellers in signigioant numbers,
(See table 1.) Although it was not until 1875 that more than
50 per cent of the inhabitants of the United States oould be
classed as urban, (census definition).6 Massachusetts oould
claim this distinction as early as 1840 by a strict application
of the 2500 inhabitants rule, while as early as 1875 more than
half of her people lived in towns of over 10,000 population. *
At the present time only 4.6 per cent of Massachusetts persons
live in towns of less than 2500, while 83.03 per oent inhabit
towns of over 10 ,000.3
Such a high state of urbanization has meant but one thing,
an increased growth of urban activities to provide a reason for
these congested populations. That these activities turned at
an early date in the direction of manufacturing enterprises,
may be shown by the following brief historical analysis.
"For nearly two centuries from the first occupation of
the soil of Massachusetts, the people were mostly employed in
agriculture. As early as 1765 a very large portion of the
territory had been incorporated into towns and districts, and
so rapidly were the unoccupied lands settled by emigrants
from the older towns, that by 1790 most of the entire territory
of the state had been incorporated into townships. This will
account for the fact that the population of the western part
of the state actually inoreased faster during the twenty-five
14.
years between 17G5 and 1790, than It has at any equal period
sinoe that date. From 1765 to 1790, the population of the
four western counties of Hampshire, Hampden, Pranklin and
Berkshire, increased 174.68 per cent, while from 1790 to 1840,
a period of fifty years, their increase was but 53.88 per cent,
less than one third of the former increase in double the period."
*If we divide the period from 1790 to 1855 into two parts,
we shall find that during the second period the number of
inhabitants was increased In a taach larger proportion than in
the first. This surplus population in this latter half period,
instead of emigrating to the western lands, were generally
retained at home by the encouragements held out by the in-
crease of manufacturing enterprises. It is also significant
that this .year of 1855 also marks the beginning of the as-
cendency of the city or large town over the small town and
village, as the home of the manufacturing activities of the
state, an ascendency which has persisted without interruption
to the present date." '
Evidence that both the population increase and urban trend
was due to an increase in manufacturers, exists in a comparison
of the increase of population in manufacturing towns with those
whose principal occupations are agricultural. In the period
from 1820 to 1840, the former increased 9.88 per cent and the
latter but 4.65 per cent as compared to the whole population,
or had increased 154.5 per cent and 30.41 per cent respectively
in 1840, as compared with their population in 1820.10 Extend-
ing the period of comparison to 1860, we find that between 1830
and I860 the whole population increased 101.67 per cent, while
OO O
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GRAPH B.
Gross Value of products Manufacture
3ooa
Key.
Total Value.
Manuf. in Inc. Cities 1933*
» » Other places.
Source.
Mass.State Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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Source- Mass. State Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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seventy-two manufacturing cities and towns increased 180.16
per oent, and the remaining 123 towns increased only 33.67
per oent. The above faots are Illustrated and amplified by
a consideration of Graohe A and B (based on Table 2) with
Table 1*
A comparison of Graph a with Tables 1 and 2 proves that
not only has manufacturing increased hand in hand with popu-
lation, but both have shown a truly remarkable tendency to
shift cityward as they grew. Although the definition of •city
in Table 2 is not exactly comparable with the towns of over
10,000 population" groups, of Table 1, yet they overlap enough
to make a comparison, that by no means renders the above
assumption untrue. Therefore, it is within reaeonable estimate
to state that whereas In 1630, only about 12 per cent of all
Massachusetts persons, and 35 per cent of all persons engaged
in manufacturing, lived in towns of over 10,000 population, by
1935 this population had grown to 83 per cent of the entire
population, and 77 per cent of the manufacturing group, a truly
remarkable change for a little over one-hundred years to wit-
Turning to Graph B, a presentation of the values of manu-
factured products produced b> the employees shown in Graph A,11
it will be noticed that here the trend toward city domination
is even more pronounced* This is illustrated by the much
narrower margin, which almost constantly exists between gross
value and value produced in olties on Graph 3, as compared with
the margin existing between total employees, and city employee
on Graph A. This is perhaps due in part to the larger number
of part-tiae employees which night be Included as «employees"
in the •sail town tabulation, as won as the greater dollar
output par employee, whioh is quits likely to occur In the
larger, better equipped, and less seasonal types of factories,
which exist in the larger places. Nevertheless it emphasises
the extreme urbanisation of Massachusetts industry up to and
including the present date.
Expressed in percentages, this urbanisation on value
basis reads: Whereas in 1330 — about 20 per cent of Massa-
chusetts persons lived in the largest towns and produced
about 46 per cent of the gross value of manufactured go~ds,
bj 1935 these figures had increased to the extent that 83
per cent of the people lived in the larger cities and produced
7? per cent of the gross value of manufactures. Suoh figures
show without reasonable doubt the dominance of manufacturing
in the economy of Massachusetts, i.e. point 1 of Mr. 3ean*s
allegations on page eleven.
It has been mentioned in Chapter I, that the close re-
lationship between the incaaes froa such types of faraing, as
dairy, poultry, fruit and vegetables, and the income of in-
dustrial workers, shown on the charts opposite nine, first
brought the writer's attention to the possibilities of a study
of these relationships in Massachusetts. The reason for this,
was the well-known preponderance of these types of farming in
Massachusetts, coupled with those common difficulties arising
from specialisation, both In industry and in agrieulture, al-
ready briefly referred to in Chapter I.
Indication of a olose physical relationship between
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generally intensive types of farming and an industrial popu-
lation, is found in the occurrence of comparatively large tracts
of arable land in the high-prioed areas near large population
centers. Such land could not afford to be planted to anything
except the most intensive crops, and its presence in any quanti-
ty near cities denotes a relationship,
Hap I shows, with very few exceptions, that Massachusetts
towns having a high percentage of arable land are close to the
principal manufacturing towns. On this map the incorporated
cities (colored red) represent only 9.97 per cent of the whole
area of the state, yet they contain 63.46 per cent of the
whole population, 75 per cent of all persons engaged in manu-
facturing, and produce within their borders 77.85 per cent of
the whole value of goods manufactured. Together with the red
lined towns, they make up only 17.53 per cent of the whole area,
yet contain 83.03 per cent of the population.*2 The nearness
of the greater bulk of the arable land to centers of population
is strikingly emphasized by this map. When one realizes that
this present arable land has been selected within forty-five
years from an area more than twice as great (1,657,024 acres
in 1890 as compared with 756,339 in 1935), he recognises that
factors both of population and quality of land have worked
together to establish this condition. Only towns containing
20 per cent or over of their net land area (cross area minus
the area of any water bodies contained therein) , have been
colored blue, the blue lined towns having between 15 per cent
and 20 per cent of their net land area in an arable condition
in 1930.13
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Evidence that not only the major portion of arable land
but aleo the most intensive types of agrieulture exist in close
proximity to the cities, is obtained by superimpoelng the
latest map of type of farming areas in Massachusetts (Map 1A)
on Map 1.
This type of farming map is the most reoent one available
from any source, and has been worked out and constructed from
previous maps by the writer and others under the direction of
Dr. David Kostman, as a part of the "Regional Adjustments in
Farming, project of the U. S. D. A. in the summer of 1935.14
Figures on percentages of arable land in the various towns were
also calculated from 1930 census data, using the carefully
surveyed town areas, both of gross land and water bodies com-
piled by the Massachusetts Department of Publio Works in 1915,
with corrections up to 1930. (see appendix I) All figures
have been carefully checked and the type of farming areas have
been corroborated, by members of the Agricultural Economics
and Farm Management staff, by County Agents and other qualified
persons in the field.
A summary of the evidence indicating the induetrial-
agricultural relationship in Massachusetts brought out in this
chapter shows:
1. The dominance of a highly urbanized industrial
type of society in this state as evidenced by:
a. 68.46 per cent of the whole population
living in the thirty-nine cities of
the state and occupying only 9.97 per
cent of the whole area.
b. 77 percent of the total value of manu-
factures produced in theee same cities.
o. 75 per cent all persons employed in manu-facture living in these oities.
d. The largest single occupational group(42,6 per oent of all persons gainfully
employed in 1930). engaged in manufacture.15
2. An agriculture devoted almost entirely to the
production of the higher priced, or highly perish-
able and intensively cultivated foodstuffs used
in human consumption, I.e. fluid milk, poultry,
vegetables, fruits, onions and tobacco coincident
with;
a. Majority of arable land near oities,
b. Growth of acreage, quantity and value of
the above named products simultaneously
with a steady decline in both total and
arable acreage of farm land.
3, The presence of common factors between industry
and agriculture:
a. Both specialized in the meaning used through-
out this thesis.
b. Both exerting a direct influence on the pros-
perity of the family — especially noticeable
in part-time farming.
c. Both necessary to maintain a balanced economy
in the state.
20.
CHAPTER III
The Scope of this study
The expression of a fee principles should be useful in
circumscribing the field of this investigation into the in-
dustrial-agricultural relationship and in pointing out its
goal.
Careful study of, and actual participation in several
branches of the Governmental recovery programs, as well as
an earnest attempt to attain some concept of the general
situation labeled, "The Depression", have convinced the
writer that the American people are slowly getting back to
those economic fundamentals, which the fear inspired by the
gloomy days of *33 caused them to forget. They are peroeiv-
ing that prosperity cannot come out of scarcity, and that to
enjoy wealth they must produce it. Government programs may
assist in breaking up the vicious circle begun by deflation,
and may have helped to re-establish a trading balance between
industry and agriculture; but no restriction on production,
no thirty hour week, no bonus or old age pensions, no slsight
of hand taxes, no artificial increase in the amount of money,
will of themselves increase the actual wealth of the nation.
That must be produced.
An idea of what production could accomplish, if given a
fair chance is contained in the following quotation from a
carefully considered report of the American Federation of Labor
aarch 1935.16
"Today with the technical progress made since 1929 . we
could oreate a national standard of living at least six per cent
81.
aboTt the highest aver reached (In 1989). Yet we deny em-
ployment to about twelve million persons, maintain nearly
five million of these in poverty at government expense and
do nothing for the rest*.
This report recognises the fact that increased pro-
duction grows out of increased confidence b> employers and
shows an understanding of how recovery comes. Yet workers
and employers know that production is only half the story.
Continued consumption is the other half. Much of induatry
insists on regimenting itself by monopolies and trade associ-
ations to avoid unprofitable "overproduction. Organised
labor often operates to restrict the labor supply and curtail
production. It, too, favors only profitable production.
It has little more regard for the consumers* view—the more
production the cheaper and better--than has monopolistic
business
.
Neither employer nor employee is willing to let the
economio laws of supply and demand work freely. They are
more interested in profits and wages than in production as
production. 3ut this labor survey shows an appreciation of
the fact that production cannot go on long unices consumption
is provided for. It argues that production on a scale that
would re-employ the jobless and raise the general standard of
living could be maintained if purchasing power were augmented
by a 13 per cent increase in "wage income*". Workers might
well note that this is not "wage rates". Steady employment
at lower rates in some trades would mean larger yearly income*
In the same way steady production at lower prices would
mean higher yearly incomes to some industries. Oily by lower-
ing prices as producing efficiency improves and costs drop,
can the necessary increase in consumption be maintained. As
the 3roofcings Institution's monumental studies have shown
American industry failed to do this before 1929.17 Now the
labor survey reports that production in 1935 increased 14 per
cant while workers' buying power rose only 3 per cent. «7?age
incomes" can be increased more easily and more fairly by in-
creasing production and reducing prices than by increasing
wage rates in favored trades*
These facts, for facts they are, have a most important
bearing on the problems which now faoe both industry and agri-
culture in Massachusetts, because, as the preceding chapter
indicated, the income earned by the types of farming practiced
here is closely dependent on the incomes of industrial workers.
Therefore, if recent developments have made it more important
for the industrial worker to secure a higher "wage" income
rather than a higher rate per day or hour, is it not logical
to assume that the real need of the farmer is for a higher
net income rather than simply higher unit prices for the
things he sells? Obviously an agriculture dependent for its
income on the sales of highly perishable foodstuffs to an
industrial worker trade, prospers in direct proportion with the
ability of that trade to purchase, not small quantities at
high prices, but maximum quantities, efficiently produced, at
prices which will insure maximum consumption at a fair margin
of profit to the producer. This maximum consumption cannot
take place unless the buyer receives enough income to enable
him to purchase sufficient quantities of food for the maximum
health and enjoyment of his family. It will be noticed that
the prosperity of all three groups, the farmer, the mill owner
and the factory worker all depend on their ability to make a
steady profit and to make use of the profits derived from
maximum use of the powers of production rather than a high
money return for a restricted output.
The problem, then, is to uncover a method of studying
the relationships between these groups in order to discover what
factors prevent both industry and agriculture from producing
and consuming at maximum capacity. Its first step would be
to determine centers of production, and describe them. Next
ascertain as definitely as possible what the maximum capacity
of the described areas both in consuming and producing power
could bo under present physical conditions, and finally deter-
mine what factors exist to prevent the accomplishment of this
maximum output.
A relationship study would then have performed its function
of uncovering common factors and making the factual information
thus exposed available for application by specialists to their
various problems.
Centers of production in an industrial region are most
easily detected by discovering population centers, while centers
of agricultural production of the types found in Jassaohusetts
may first be indioated by the presence of a high proportion of
plowed or plowable land. Therefore, a map classifying towns
by population groupe, if overlaid by a map classifying the same
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towns by plowable land percentages, should give a fair Indi-
cation of areas worthy of further investigation to determine
which type of industrial agricultural relationship would best
describe them.
Such a method has been used in Maps III, IHA and IIIB.
Map 111 shows all Massachusetts towns grouped by population
into lees than 2500, (white) over 2500, but less than 10,000
(green), over 10,000 (blue) and cities, which are also all
over 10,000 (red). A careful scrutiny of this map immediate-
ly brings out the fact that the population of Massachusetts
is by no means evenly distributed, but very definitely located
in distinct groups dominated by one or more cities, which
previous investigation have shown to be, almost without ex-
ception, manufacturing centers. Map IIIA has been made by
coloring only those toana containing over 20 per cent and
between 15 and 20 per cent of their whole area in arable land,
the darker colored towns containing over 20 per cent and the
lighter possessing the smaller amount. The effect of super-
imposing Jap IIIA on Map III is to heighten the effect already
noticed in the latter map of grouping which characterises the
population distribution of Massachusetts. As a check on this
grouping, Map IIIB has been made by coloring only those towns
containing over 40 per oent of their area classed by the
writer as "first grade" in the land classification map made
for the United States Department of Agriculture, as a part of
the Regional Adjustments in Farming project of 1935. Thi*
report describes olaaa I type as the land most suitable for
cultivation in the particular area. Its determination was
made by a consideration of the various eoil types described
by the soil experts of the United States Department of Agri-
culture in the several countJ soil surreys. The percentages
for the varicvs town* were arrived at by careful estimates
of the total area occupied by the types of soil making up
this class.18
The object of superimposing a map of this sort on the
other two is not onl;, to check the accuracy of percentage
of arable land in a town as an index to its agricultural
importance, but to point out first, areas in which nearness
to Market or the need for a higher production of arable land-
using foodstuffs overbalances not only the higher price of
land which exists near cities, but also counteracts the natu-
ral tendency of agricultural production to seek the beat land
second, arees in which the high percentage of arable land is
due sore to the presence of excellent farming land than to
nearness of dense population, and third, areas where future
agricultural expansion mi^ht logically develop.
These three maps then can aid in the accomplishment of
the first step in presenting a method for studying the in-
duetrial-agricultural relationship in Massachusetts by rough
ly indicating areas ohamcteristic of the different kinds of
industrial-agricultural relationship thus:
Type 1. The Intensive Type — Characterised by cities
of great population in close proximity to
agricultural towns which oonbine dense popu-
lation with high land values and an intensive
agriculture ae indicted by a high percentage
of arable land used largely in trucking or
small fruits.
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Type II. The Diversified or Less Intensivs Type ~
— Cities and towns of smaller aopulations
surrounded bj agricultural areas still con-
taining a high percentage of arable land but
now devoted to a larger proportion of dairying(of an intensive type) and the production of
tne leas intensively grown truck crops, fruits
and poultry.
Type III. The Rural T>pe — 3«all towns usually leas than
12,000, with so.ae manufacturing, surrounded by
other tomi8 in which full time agriculture is
less Influenced b} the proximity to the town
than by more purely phyeieal factors such as
good soil, pasture, etc.. The influence of the
town in this olass is principally indicated by
the types of part-ti^e farming engaged in.
Type IV. Agricultural Areas — Towns in which the dominant
interest is the production of one or more special,
ty crops or animal products, the major portion
of u.ieh are consumed in non-adjacent areas.
Type V. Non-Participating Areas.— This would describe
those towns in w-,ich small populations combined
with no local manufacturing*, little commercial
agriculture and (usually) a high percentage of
forest cover make any real relationship between
industry aad agriculture hard to define. To-
gether with the less important towns of Class IV,
they maiui up a rather insignificant proportion
of the state from a population standpoint, but
as will be shown later may have considerable
influence on the future development of this state
on account of their comparatively large area
and undeveloped resources.
Two additional rules will be used in applying the above
classifications to the information presented in the III series
of maps in an attempt to roughly designate the groups of towns
corresponding to the five classes. The first applies to towns
which have a direct agricultural relationship to the urban
center. It will be most often exercised in classifying groups
I and II. Since an investigation conducted by Dr. David P.ozraan
in three Massachusetts part-ti/^e farming areas, has discovered
that less than 10 per cent of oomrauters travel over sen miles
each way to their work while over &0 par oent travel laaa
than five allaa.^^in this olasslfloatlon onl> towns bounding
the industrial center will usually be considered as having a
direct agricultural relationship with it. The second rule
grows out of the first and will be exercised aore in Group I
than an.> other. In ca&ee where an "agricultural* town (indi-
cated b> per cent of arable land or other designation) adjoins
two industrial areas it will fur the time being be classed with
that one nearest its largest center of population.
The following is the roughly assembled classification of
Massachusetts minor civil divisions into the five types of
Indus trial-Agricultural Relationships as described.
I. The Intensive Area — Boston and Vicinity
Several prominent characteristics of this area set it
off in a class by itself. The extreme density of population
and the extreasl^ high value of the land, together with the
numerous qualities typical of a metropolitan area ss dis-
tinguished froa a large city, sake a consideration of the In-
dus trial-agricultural relationship in this area a specialized
study. Therefore, this paper will siaply atteapt to designate
tne area, quote statistics justifying its choice and indica-
tions of what arc believed to bo the principal problems to be
investigated in order to gain a proper idea of the industrial-
agricultural relationship involved.
Geographically the area is made up of the thirty-one
fcovins and cities of tne oo-oaUad laotropoiitan area of Docton
itself, Quincy, Hilton, Dedhaat, Heediiaa, ..oilcsley, Katick,
rrajaiiighaa, Newton, Srockiine, Brighton, Caabridge, Socervilie,
Everett, Chelsea, wimhrop. Revere, Maiden, ielroee, .Takefield,
Stonehara, Heading, vsoburn, Winchester, Bedford, Arlington,
Lexin Jton, aelrnont, 7«'atertown and tfalthara. These towns pro-
vide homes for 1,822,56'j people or 42 per cent of the inhabitants
of ilassaohusetos In 193o. Although, of eourae, a market for
foodstuffs as large as that of Boston draws its agricultural
sup lies of even native products from a wide area, ?et the
aforementioned "commuters" rule, expanded in this case to in-
clude a wider ring of towns due to the improved transportation
facilities always existing in a metropolitan area, would limit
a direct agricultural relationship to the ring of towns just
outside of this area to include the prominent market gardening
areas in the towns of Concord, Acton, Eudbur^
,
Lincoln,
Sedford, .veatford, Littleton, Bcxboro, and Stow, which to-
gether contain ncarl; 2b per cent of the market garden acreage
of the state and supply many industrial workers, ooth full
and pe.rt-tiiae to the metropolitan area. Incidentally an
interesting illustration of theory (Von Thunen»e) is shown by
the influence of this Boston metropolitan area on the type
of farming in Massachusetts. In spite of highly unfavorable
conditions from both a soil, a feed and a price of land stand-
point, 60 percent of the whole market gardening acreage of the
state is within a radius of thirty miles from Hi oenter ef
Boston and over 40 per cent of the entire number of dairy cows
are In the area east of Woroester county. Poultry, another
agricultural enterprise greatly influenced by nearness to
market, have over 63 per cent of their total number in this
3ame area.'"
Because of the above mentioned conditions, a method for
studying the Industrial-agricultural relationship in this area
might well present facts which would aid in answering such
problem as:
1
.
The comparative advantages of market gardening
on the high-priced eastern county lands over
other more distant but also less valuable and
perhaps more fertile areas, suoh as the Connec-
ticut Valley.
2. The possibilities of an even more extensive
participation in part-time farming as a solu-
tion to some of the income difficulties of the
industrial workers of this area.
3. The increasingly difficult problem of the milk
producers of this area to compete with the
greater natural advantages of western Massachu-
setts, northern New England, and even more
distant areas, in milk production.
II. The Diversified or Les3 Extensive Type.
As shown by the map these are:
1. The Lynn Area—L.ynn, Beverly, Salem and Peabody
vfith the contributory towns of Danvers, '.Venhara
and Topsfield all of which have over 20 per cent
of their whole area arable.
2. The Lowell -Lawrence Aroa—composed of these two
manufacturing towns, the populous but less in-
dustrial citj of Haverhill, and the adjoining
towns of '"ethuen, Andover, Tewksbury, Chelmsford,
3illerica, Tynsborough, and Dracut, all of which
contain a high proportion of arable soil and
furnish computers to the above centers.
3. The Brockton Area—A manufacturing center sur-
rounded by a much lower proportion of arable land
than moat others in the state.
4. The Taunton Area—Raynharo, Bridgewater and Dighton
adjoining towns with significant proportions of
arable land.
5. The Fall River-New Bedford Area—Two textile
centers whose agricultural relationships are
principally with the towns of ncusnet, Fairhaven,
Dartmouth, VTestpori, Swansea and Somerset.
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6» The Worcester Area.—A diversified industrial
center with its most direct agricultural re-
lationships in Boylston, Shrewsbury, Grafton,
Mllbury, Leicester and Paxton, and the less
agricultural, but equally populous towns of
Auburn and Holden.
7 » The Fltchburg—Leominster Area—These two cities
similar in type of industrial activity, but in
an unimportant agricultural area have direct
agricultural relationship, principally with
Lunenburg, Lancaster and Sterling*
8. The Hampden-Hampshire Industrial Area —This
western Massachusetts group is made up of the
industrial chain whose links are industrial
Northampton, Easthampton, Holyoke, Chicopee,
Springfield and Westfield and the semi-industrial
towns of Ludlow and West Springfield, *ith this
group combine agricultural Southwiek, Agawam,
Longmeadow, East Longmeadow, Hampden and Wilbrahara
and in different but nevertheless close relation-
ship, the adjacent portions of agricultural
Hatfield, Hadley, South Hadley and Granby.
9. The Pittsfield Area—Industrial Pittsfield and
Da ton with relationships between populous Lenox
and agricultural Hancock, Lanesboro and Richmond.
10. The Adams—North Adams Area—obtain most of their
direct agricultural relationships from -'ill iamstown
and Cheshire.
The above ten groups are alike only in that each contains
a population center which is decidedly industrial in nature
surrounded by a ring of towns which a careful study of *«~«bl9
land content, population and distance may be reasonably assured
to contain a large majority of all persons employed in the
Industrial area of the group, practically all of the part-time
farmers so employed and most of those who supply milk, fresh
eggs and fresh vegetables (in season) to that center. In out-
lining the limite of these areas the principal limiting factor
has been the area which would include the home towns of most
of those regularly employed , either full or part-time, by the
industries of the city around which the others have been
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grouped. This combined with the arable land factor calculated
from the 1930 figures, is believed to result in consistent
examples of industrial
-agricultural areas of the type described.
III. The Rural Type—This type probably includes:
1. The Attleboro Area—North Attleboro and Attleboro,
industrial centers for rural Plainville, Foxboro,
Mansfield and Seekonk.
8 « Norwood—Surrounded by the agricultural towns of
tfestwood. Canton, Sharon and Walpole.
3. Hudaon-Marlboro-Framlnflfham Area—Three industrial
towns modified quite noticeably by their proximity
to Boston's metropolitan area, but also drawing
produoe and commuters from the surrounding towns
of Bolton, Berlin, Borthboro, Southboro, and
Ashland. These towns more closely conform to the
definition of Hural type areas on page twenty-six
than do the adjoining towns to the east which are
more influenced by their proximity to metropolitan
Boston.
4* CI ioton—Massachusetts ' smallest city fits well
into the definition of this type because of its
situation near the Nashoba apple area. Principal
relationship with Lancaster.
5 * Gardner—Here is a manufacturing town of over
20,000 with no adjoining towns of either agri-
cultural or industrial importance. A woodworking
center, its relationships are more concerned with
forestry than with agriculture. However, the
adjoining towns, the small industrial town of
Winehendon and the agricultural towns of ,,'inchester
Ashburnham, Hubbardston, and Templeton contain
within their borders most of those outsiders who
are employed in Gardner.
6 » Oreenf 1 eld—Thi s town of 15,000 presents a rather
complex relationship in which commuters and part-
time farmers play a less important part than do
the business relationships which exist between
this trading center and a large area of important
specialty crop and dairying towns such as Colrain,
Leyden, Gill, Shelburne and Deerfield.
7. Athol -Orange—This industrial center in the midst
of practically non-participating towns is similar
to Gardner as fares relationships with adjoining
towns are concerned.
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The above seven area* fulfill the definition of rural
types given on page twenty-six in eo far ae they eaoh represent
a email town surrounded by other towns contributing more or
lees directly to the industrial set up of the center, yet really
concerned principally with their ova agricultural enterprises.
Under this general type may be also included those still smaller
industrial towns which within themselves contain most of the
industrial relationships afforded by the presence of a group
of industrial workers in an area containing numerous farms.
Such towns may contain a manufacturing village, or villages
which draw on the surrounding farms for part-time workers as
well as supplies of locally raised foodstuffs. Such towns as
Southbridge, Milford, Webster, i^illville and Blackstone in
Worcester County. Palmer, Kontague and itonaon in i estern
Massachusetts, and Mill is in the eastern section are typical
of a smaller type of industrial-agricultural relationship which
contains within Itself most of the advantages as will as dis-
advantages observed In the larger examples of the same relation-
ship.
IV. Agricultural Areas .
Towns belonging to this classification contain a high
percentage of arable land, and do not adjoin markedly in-
dustrial areas. In other words they are at least outside of
the commuter aone of such areas, and therefore, have relatively
few part-time farmers who engage in industrial activities.
An inspection of S5ap I, especially after superimposing Map IA
thereon, will expose most of these towns to view, with few
exceptions any town not immediately adjoining any of the in-
dustrial towns before described and Containing 15 per cent
or more of its area in arable land might well be considered
an agricultural town*
V, Non-Participating Areas
This area includes, with few exceptions, all Massachusetts
towns having less than 2500 inhabitants or less than 15 per
cent of their whole area in arable land. It should be borne
in mind that these towns together with summer resort and marine
industry towns such as Plymouth, Gloucester and the Cape are
by ne means without importance in a study of Industrial-agri-
cultural relationships. Nevertheless they, together with
towns in Class IV. must of necessity be excluded from consider-
ation in this thesis in the interests of clarity and brevity.
Designation of the Inuustrial-Agricultural Relationship
mm wreTMtt wBsmum
Area Ton
1. Name of Conoern
2. Products Manufactured
3. Tear of establishment in this town
4. Does it operate on a seasonal basis ?
a. Busiest months b . Slowest Months
Susy Sloe. Slack loa.
5* Average no. wage earners in 1928
_________ ^
-
r
-
..
in 1933
in 1935
6. now aany workers are required to run your present equipment
at full capacity (one shift of hours )
7. Are ther\ ooapany houses Hoe many
Single Multiple No. families in
ooapany houses
8. How aany employees do faraing or live on a farm
9. Hoe nsany keep gardens hens or other farm otook
Town Wo.
10 .How many workers livs out of town where
11. What local conditions, if any, could be altered to benefit
3d
CHAPTER IV
The Method ami its Application
The actual method to be applied to an area believed to
exemplify as induetrial-agricultural relationship worthy of
investigation will oonsiet of four main divisions—four C*e
Compilation, Consultation, Calculation and Conclusions.
The first, "compilation" sill be accomplished by as-
eeabllng a tabulation of the farmsteads, and by asking a
survey of the industrial plants in the area. The tabulation
vlli be a simple list of those owning farmsteads in the town
(compiled from the tax records, and county planning survey
material)
,
together with as much Information regarding total
acreage, arable land, crops and livestock as can be obtained
from the town records, those of the county agent or any other
sources considered reliable. The survey will be wade by
interviewing the proper executives in the various manufactories,
and completing the questionnaire exhibited on the opposite psge.
This questionnaire has been made with emphasis on brevity,
pertinency and comparability. Its purpose is to secure m com-
plete data ae to employment capacity of plant, present number
of employees, seaaonability or work, area from which employsee
are drawn, and finally number of employees en farms or obtain-
ing some part of their living directly from the soil, vfhenever
pcseible factor,* executivee aill be suown the liet of farmstead
owners and aeked to indicate number of family relationships of
any of their employees to the persons listed thereon.
The second part, "consultation" is designed to act as a
check on the compilation and to furnish up-to-date supplementary
information as to general business conditions, sources of
foodstuff©, methods of marketing far® produc* and the relief
•ituation. P*r*on* to be consulted will be found among local
storekeepers, member* of the Board of selectmen, and othsr
town or city officers, and such citizens as may be suggested
by the various executives interviewed in the factor* survey.
Those person* can be briefly interviewed on any or all of the
above mentioned points and from thea can be drawn much valuable
background data. Almost always on* or two of these individuals
will be able to make numerous and valuable additions and cor-
rections to the farmsteads* list and give details as to the
various types of farming engaged in.
The third, "calculation 11 will consist of an arrangement
of the corrected facts previously compiled together with
information as to historical background and supplementary
statistics in whatever form thoughtful consideration sight
deem most appropriate. For example, should the facts
indies te recent significant changes in either the Industrial
or agricultural set-up, the calculation would give special
emphasis to the historical and statistical facts forming the
background of the changed conditions. The calculation would
also furnish mathematical summaries of the corrected coapila-
t i one
.
Finally, th« •conclusion" would fulfill the purposes
of this method by using the facts uncovered in the three
previous parts to point out the fields in which specialised
research work would •**» to prove most helpful. In addition
to thi*, the fact* and sources uncovered by this method would
remain available to serve as an up-to-date and reasonable
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accurate factual foundation for further, more detailed
research by specialists in their respective fields.
The town of Millie, Norfolk County,
-.la&sachusetts, has
been chosen to illustrate the application of the method for
studying the industrial-agricultural relationship for the
following reasons;
1. Tlae and expense demanded a small town.
Willis—Population 3,098 (1935)
2. One exemplifying the presence in the sa^ae
area of both industry and agriculture,
Millie—Four Manufactories
#50 farss, 4004 acres fans land.
3. A teen containing types of farming having
closest relationship to industry (see enapter 12,
chart II.)
Millie—*T»enty dairy, nine poultry, four
general and ten part-time farms.
4. A town reasonably typical of conditions in-
fluencing the majority of Massachusetts persons.
Willis—Twenty-five miles from Boston,
Bear the center of population with
approximately 86 per cent of the
population of Massachusetts, or
nearly four million people eithin
a radius of forty miles.*
5. A town giving considerable emphasis to milk pro-
duction in an intensive faraing, grain feeding area.
Mlllis—*iastern dairj section—Fifty farms,
twenty dairy farms, 277 cows. Dairy
type farms make up the largest group.
The method was then applied to Millie in the following manner.
"**ri&30~Ceneue
1. qonfflPatloa
The offioe of the county agent was visited, the County
Planning Survey cards made up from Kill is tax records (1955
figures) were secured, and the information thereon tabulated
In full. Every effort was made to check these figures with
comparable data also on file in the agent's office, and the
complete results tabulated, allowing space for further
correction, (see appendix 12)
The town itself was next visited and the four manu-
factories and the transit company comprising its industrial
set-up located and plotted on the map. The five organizations
were then visited and in each case an interview with a major
executive secured. These gentlemen were first acquainted with
the purpose of the interview. They were then s own and asked
to correct the questionnaire made out for their respective
plants in Dr.£.Boxman's 1933 industrial survey (when this had
been made) and to answer the questions necessary to oomplete
the form shown on page thirty-four.
Next they were shown the list of farms previously tabu-
lated and asked to indicate number, sex, and relationship of
those persons in their employ who were actually living in any
of the farm houses there listed. Finally inquiry was made in
each case regarding what men in the community were believed
best informed as to the agricultural, relief, and general busi-
ness conditions in the town. Those suggested were noted for
us in part 11.
ll» Consultation
The factorj questionnaires and the faro tabulation were
then submitted to a gentleman recommended by all of the in-
dustrial executives interviewed as being unusually well in-
formed regarding local agricultural and general conditions.
A farmer for over fifty years, a former county commissioner,
one-time head of the state Bureau of Animal Industry, and at
present serving on several town boards, this man proved to be
personally acquainted with nearly all persons on the farm
list* His detailed comments on their respective enterprises
and types of farming engaged in proved highly accurate when
cheeked and any well serve to lend weight to some of his
opinions wiiisii will be noted In the conclusions.
The points brought out in title interview regarding
marketing conditions and use of local products were then
cheeked and elaborated upon by consultation with four of the
leaning merchants of the town, and the data recorded. Finally,
relief and unemployment conditions were cheeked by interviewe
with the selectman oonoerned, the Supervisor of welfare and
the sponsor* s agent for the ?7PA.
111. Calculations
The first step under this heading has to do with an
attempt to designate the boundariee of the local industrial-
agricultural area. In Millie the oantral location of the
factories, the extremely high percentage of local persons
employed and the faet that ver* few native farm products were
imported, let to the decision to ooneider the town linee as
boundaries of tue local area. Therefore, the following cal-
culations are baaed on this area and are derived froa the
sources noted*
Land Area Static tioa
arose Area 7849*4 A, 1S15 Report Harbor 4 Land Zoom.
later Area 60.0 A. 1915 Report Harbor 4b Land Comm.
Net Land Area 7789,4 A. 1915 Report Harbor & Land Comm.
Class I (beet) Land 2040*3 A. 1935 Land Class. Rozaan a Simpson
Class II (good) Land 4709*7 A. 1935 Land Class* Roma & Simpson
Class 111 (poor) Land 1098*9 A. 1955 Land Class* Rosaan & Simpson
Population Statistics
Total Population 2098 person* 1955 United States Census
Employable 849 persons 1935 C«C. Zlisaerman's Study
&&aployed full time 513 persons 1935 C.C. Zimmerman *s Study
«Employed part time 72 persons 1935 C.C. Zimmerman** Study
vtfcsaiolly unemployed 85 pereons 1935 C*C. Ziaraerssan»e Study
On emergency work 79 persona 1935 C.C. Zimmerman 1s study
•In regular, non-emergency positions including agrioulture*
^Includes all "employables" entirely without work except
"emergency work*.
Agricultural statistics
Survey compared with 1930 census.
Total number farms SO 1930 United States Census
•Total number farmsteads 51 193s Survey
All Land In faras 4004 A.1930 United States Census
•All land in farmsteads 5437 a.1938 Survey
•Farmstead— laces not village property equipped with s sst of
farm buildings.
Orosa Value Farm Land & Buildings $623,435.00 1930 Census
Total Assessed Valuation Vs.rastaads'' $466 ,005 .00 1836 Survey
The above comparison has been made to shoe the ooraplete-
neee of the 1936 survey. It eill be noted that the notoriously
broad definition of a farm used in the 1930 eenaue faile to
list more places as *farsis" than have been included in the
1936 survey which is based on an attempt to locate all farm-
steads, i.e. places eaoablc of being farmed, before attempting
to classify them as their present agricultural status. Tables
A and B illustrate these points in greater detail and are
placed on record in the appendix to shoe the correlation bet*
ween census figures and the survey.
Industrial Statistics
(see appendix II)
number of factories 4
Other industries 1
Capacity of employ 1033 (on a 1 shift basis
with present equip*
wumber of present employed 505 sent)
Greatest number employed last yoar 1006
Least number employed last year 785
Normal percentage out of town help 18 per cent
Belief and welfare Statistics
Normal number of relief eases 40
aaxiaum number of persons on relief 74
Present number of persons on relief
Olassification of above
Old age assistance 20
Mothers aid 3
S'oric rolief 25
it.
a. Sewing project 5
b. Sidewalks 9
e. Cemetery Imp. 3
d. Soth destruction 6
e. School g
Induetri al-Agricultural statistics
Number of i'aotory workers living on farme 17
a. farm operatore
b. Sobs of farm operators 10
o. Other relatives 7
Per cent Shoe factory employees having gardens 75 per sent
Per cent aliquot employees having gardens 25 ?er cent
Per eent Rubberoid ! ersployeee having gardens 60 per cent
Per eent Cereal I employees having gardens 75 per cent
Per eent Transit Co. employees having garden* 50 per eent
Number of farms having 1 cow 17
8 cow* 5
3 ooss 1
4 cows 1
Conclusions
Industrially the town of Millie may be said to illustrate
conditions as near ideal as may be attained in this so-called
era of depression. Sith three of her four factories working
at practically 100 per cent capacity, a relief load scarcely
above normal and a consistent record for fairly steady employ-
ment in trie mills, this town as compared to numerous Maesa-
chusette induetrial areas is decidedly prosperous. This
contention is further supported by inspection of the workere*
homes, and investigation into local credit conditions. Inepee-
tion of the first shows excellent conditione of repair being
maintained, while inveetigaticn of the second finde little or
no credit problems and a high percentage of business done on a
cash basis.
Agriculturally, however, condition* are quite the reverse.
The «aJorit> of farmers, even when classed by the ueual methods
as properly engaged in one or another of the various typos of
farming, are actually forced to become part-time farmers either
through actual participation in some outside activity or by the
maintalnanea of a production program far below the requirements
for east efficient use of available wen, animal and land units
of production, a few figures will illustrate:
Of the fifty-one locations classed ae "farmsteads* in the
tabulation only twenty-four are at present occupied by those
actually engaged in farming. In this group only fifteen make
an attempt to approximate a full use of the man labor actually
in residence, while in the entire area only seven farms, those
owned by Slgelow, DeAngelus t Mandell, Ramsdeil, Smith, vienor
and wennlger attempt to carry out a farm program extensive
enough to include full use of family labor plus whatever extra
help might be needed to work the farm at an approach to capacity.
With the exception of the seven farms just mentioned, the
full-tinge farms in this area present the signs of a depressed
condition as indicated by a run-down appearance, restricted pro-
duction, a growing tendency to sell manure for cash, and a
noticeable number of farm sales to persons intending to take
the land out of commercial production.
This striking difference between the prosperity of ia~
dustry and agriculture in the same area is the first point un-
covered by the method. It at once gives a clue to the direction
detailed study might take—vis. What can local industry do to
aid local agriculture?
Investigation for the purpose of planning a detailed
study eould receive anon assistance from the information
gathered by this method first, as to types of farms concerned,
second, relative prosperity of the different types, third,
reasons believed responsible for these conditions.
In the town of Millie, dairying, poultry, and truok-
growing soom to be the principal typee of farming. Of these
only dairying exhibits signs of s depressed condition. A
relatively high percentage of factory workere cultivate hose
gardens or keep hone, and ini"ansation from local grocers shove
that the demand for local fresh vegetables and eggs is not
only veil supplied, but sales indicate a demand reasonably in
accord with both purchasing power and health recrements. It
would seem, therefore, that little opportunity existed for
much expansion in the local market for these products. How-
ever, the success achieved by soae local farmers in developing
a demand for their vegetables and poultry products on the
3oston and suburban markets opens the way for an investigation
Into further expansion of production in this direction.
The facts relating to the dairy industry in Millis are
not encouraging. Lees than ten years ago over a car-load of
fluid milk was shipped to the Boston market daily and several
local producers catered either to large retail routee or a
special market in the city, "me production of a high quality
of fluid milk was the chief agricultural enterprise of the tojm
and still, is that type of farming preferred by the majority of
local farmers. Today, because of changed oondltione, for the
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moat part artificially induced , thaaa same operators have either
sold their farms, changed their type of farming te poultry or
truck, or curtailed their dairy to a one-man, or lees basis.
This town at no time was subject to serious outside competition
for local sales of silk and at present only one outside dis-
tributer, Comlsksy of Dover, sells silk in town.
Even with the curtailed production no* in effect about
two-thirds of the ailk produced in aillis is consumed elsewhere.
Three producer-distributors selling locally a total of about
three hundred and seventy-five quarts of milk a day, supply
the bulk of the commercially supplied milk for the town in ad-
dition about two hundred additional quarts are supplied by
miscellaneous local sources chiefly family cows while only about
one hundred and fifty quarts s day are supplied by the outside
dealer. The remaining milk from approximately two hundred and
fifty cows is used on the farm or shipped in the fluid condition
to dealers. Most of thl« milk Is marketed in the city of Norwood.
The consumption of ebout one hundred quarts of milk a day
in a town of nearly two thousand one hundred persons, most of
whom are Industrial workers indicates at once a chance for ex-
pansion in the local market. These people have consistently
earned steady wages and present a good potential market for local
tailk. This market is not at present fully utilised. An inveeti-
gation into this situation might well be considered in greater
detail
.
The problem presented in regard to possible development of
a more extensive outside market for milk la the meet important
one uncovered by the application of the method to thie town.
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Furnished with the actual equipment, bams, land, bam fittings,
and with men trained to and having a liking for dairying, thia
town cannot undar present conditions re-expand its dairy enter-
prise, it la elthin twenty-five miles of one of the best milk
markets In the United States and, it is, in the opinion of
several long-time farmers, themselves former dairymen, at present
equipped with man, land and buildings enough to house, feed and
dare for at least twice as many cows as now occupy local
stanchions. Four reasons are unanimously advanced as the chief
causes of this situation.
1* The base rating-surplus sjst^m of purchase
2. The disturbances caused in marketing by big dealer
manipulation
5. Overlapping, contradictory and generally confusing
legislation.
4. Over-strict quality and health requirements for
milk which put the small producer to special
disadvantage.
It is not the point of this thesis to discuss ths above
statements or to comment on their veracity or actual application
to tfte situation. However, in its capacity as a fact finding
metuod, this thesis arrays the following as proved facts in the
town of Willis.
1. a prosperous industrial population
2. A nearby, easily reached and capaeious milk market.
5. Seed land, buildings and trained men
4. A depressed, declining, and almost wasteful ly
inadequate dairy industry.
The above are the facts, proven by carefully checked statis-
tics in the body of this papsr and in the various eppsndices.
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Shethor or not the four reasons quoted above are responsible,
the* are In the minds of the vast majority of Wilis dairymen
as being the eauses of their present unfavorable conditions.
Do not these two sets of statements point out ways for
investigation by dairy, econonis and other cpeolal workers?
In conclusion a brief summary of part ti.as farming inform-
ation is in order* As mijht be expected in an industrial
community located in a oountry town, part-time farming receives
considerable attention. However, almost none of the factory
employees live on farms and in no case was an operator of a
part-time farm employed in a mill. r»art-ti^c farmers in Jillis
usually combined farming with a trade, such as oarpentry, a
store or filling station, or a boarding home for summer visitors.
Several boarding places, run in conjunction with a part-time
farm to supply milk, eggs, poultry and fresh fruit and vegetables
were noted, these are largely conducted for a Jewish trade.
Indications point toward considerable expansion in this type of
operation in the near future.
The field of part-time farming carried on in conjunction
with factory employment seems ripe for investigation as to
further possibilities. The factory executives interviewed ex-
pressed an appreciation of the benefits inherent to both employer
and employee through a more extensive participation in part-time
farming, and expreseed willingness to cooperate unofficially In
any program designed to further its development.
The part-ti s fanal g engaged in by those who, not eeeklng
work off their farms, yet carry on a production program far
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•mailer than their equipment would warrant, aleo preaente a
problem worthy of investigation. Here again reaearoh if directed
along linee of inquiry into a better development of the local
and metropolitan market for dairy producta might prove helpful.
CHAPT2R V.
Summary and Conclusions
This thesis has endeavored to desoribe and apply a method
for use in economic research. Aware of the existence of quan-
tities of well-compiled information analytical of both in-
dustry and agriculture in most of the to*ns of this state, the
writer has endeavored to formulate a method which would use
this material in a study of ths relationship between thess two
types of enterprises. It has been planned to sake every possi-
ble use of material already at hand, especially thoss facts
assenblsd in the several land use, milk marketing, part-tie
farming, industrial, types of farming, and ths very recent
county program planning studies.
Much of the above material has been used to form the
foundation, as it were, on which rests the classification of
Massachusetts communities described in Chapter III. It should
be understood, however, that this classification is arranged
only tentatively* The purpose le simply to designate areas
which this information points out as possessing an industrial-
agricultural relationship of sufficient importance to make a
detailed Investigation of its naturs worthwhile. The simple
determination of areas showing proximity of population centers
to areas containing a high percentage of arable land at least
indicates the more important sections worthy of a thorough
investigation.
The method hae been applied to the town of Millie. It is
realised that this town, dus to its small sise and to the fact
that it turns out to be quit* prosperous Industrially, doss not
permit the fullest use of the method. Nevertheless, it wist be
adaltted that industrial and agricultural conditions in 'ill is
arm quickly exposed In considerable detail. Industrially,
the brief survey of Willis factories readily showed the healthy
condition of this type of activity, and inquiry as to the wel-
fare and credit situation as quickly confirmed this finding.
A previous industrial survey made by the Experiment Station in
1933 was also instrumental in furnishing corroboration to
these findings.
The use of the farmstead list, made as part of the county
program planning project, aided greatly not onl> in a rapid
determination of the gross number of places equipped for farm-
ing, bat also provided a basis for the determination of present
and potential productive capacity of places actually worked as
farms in the torn. This information, together with the in-
dustrial data then, formed a working baBis for the gathering
of explicit Information as to the present status and future
possibilities of part«ti ;e faming.
The complete statistics from which the conclusions regard-
ing "illis have been drawn will be found in the appendix to-
gether with their sources. They have been arranged as to speak
for themselves of their usefulnsss to speolal investigators in
any field concerned. Naturally the usefulnees of such data is
more evident to theee experts than could possibly be estimated
by one concerned principally with its collection.
It is hoped that the practical nature of this tasthod as
a aoana of eoopiling information jarful for the opening up of
various lines investigative of the induetrial-agricultural re-
lationship has boen clearly shown. It should be reaeabered
that the real purpose of this asthod ie to secure and arrange
•data useful to the studj of a relationship rather than to
point out specific directions for that stud,*. Therefore, the
conclusions drawn in the previous chapter should be regarded
not as definite suggestions for further study but rather
illustrations in proof of the efficiency of the Method in
uncovering lines suitable for sore detailed studies of the
industrial-agricultural relationship
•
SC.
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